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***WINNER! Christian Small Publisher's 2016 BOOK OF THE YEAR - ROMANCE*** ***Nominee -

2016 Reward of Novel Excellence (RONE) Award - Inspirational***Itâ€™s a nightmare from which

she canâ€™t seem to wake up. With no name, no memory and no identification, she can only

answer to the name given to herâ€”Hope. In the hospital, she is befriended by an older woman who

becomes her lifeline, but even â€œAunt Rubyâ€• is stunned when Hope shares the mysterious

circumstances of her amnesia and the unexpected complication: sheâ€™s pregnant.When

Professor Daniel Donahue returns to Florida from teaching abroad, heâ€™s suspicious of the

stranger now living with his beloved aunt. He makes it his mission to discredit Hope and disclose

what he believes are her devious intentions. Hope canâ€™t help but feel the tension between them,

but just below the surface lies an attraction neither of them can explain. With each passing day,

Daniel finds it harder to deny his growing feelings, but before he can acknowledge them, he must

face the pain of his past and resolve his issues with God. Can he lay his heart on the line, never

knowing if someone else is out there, ready to reclaim his new-found Hope?
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There times when you read a story and you know that God has touched the pen of the writer, His

Last Hope is one of those stories. Beautifully written, showing God's love for His people. Even

though we may go through tragedy, pain, suffering and lost His love never fails. God's arms are

open waiting for us to fall into them; His Last Hope communicated this message beautifully. We all

need an Aunt Ruby in our lives, this character was amazing. I love how she trusted in God and how

she showed her love for Him. What can I say about Ryan? He knew his role as the priest of his

home. Jasmine was a breath of fresh air and I really enjoyed how she wrote her feelings out in her

journal. Hope, strong even though afraid of what the feature may hold. Daniel, broken but

determined to not let the past hold him hostage. You will have to read this story to see what

happens to these characters and how God uses them.

This was my first read by M.A. Malcolm. I was hooked from the moment I read the blurb on .Hope

wakes up in the hospital with amnesia. She has no recollection of who she is or where she comes

from. To add to the immense confusion, she's pregnant. That was enough for me to pick up the read

and it propelled me forward to the end.Hope is befriended by 73yr old "Aunt Ruby." She welcomes

Hope into her home while Hope works through her memory and life trying to remember. She butts

heads with Aunt Ruby's nephew, Daniel Donahue. Daniel has a tragic past and it is the reason he

can't see past Hope's supposed circumstances.This book dealt with a myriad of issues. And

through every issue, Ms. Malcolm handled it with the wisdom of God. The characters were

stretched, their faith tested, and in the end, they recognized God's goodness. It's an excellent read

and I recommend it to everyone

As an avid reader I must admit that this is one of the most captivating and Inspiring books that I

have read in years. By the time I was through with the epilogue I couldn't wait to see how the story

would unfold. The characters were well developed, the imagery was awesome, I felt like I was

Allistair Bay and could see everything that was happening. The most interesting thing for me was

that the story was unpredictable; as it unfolded I yearned to get to the next chapter to see what

would happen next. The storyline/plot was well developed and climaxed at the right time. The

Biblical references were timely and although the book is fictional, the message spoke directly to my

soul and was a constant reminder of God's awesome power. I have never read a book that had so

much spiritual, life changing and fictional balance at the same time. This was a story of love,

redemption, salvation and forgiveness. I gave this book five stars for being captivating, inspiring,

well-written, thought-provoking and relevant. I would recommend "His Last Hope" to everyone,



especially those who desire to be reminded of God's awesome power, love, grace and those who

need a breakthrough from any chains that seek to hold them captive or those who would just like to

read an inspiring love story.

I absolutely loved this book! I am not an avid reader of Christian romance but I read it from time to

time. The author did a great job with character development and each character actually had a

purpose in this story. The overall message (to me) is that knowing and believing God's love and his

faithfulness will prepare you for your journey through the valley. You will have nothing to fear!

I love to read and I read widely from JD Robb to Karen Kingsbury, but His Last Hope, was a

masterpiece. The characters come alive from the get-go. You feel interwoven between the pages.

You laugh, you cry, you ponder on bible verses and most of all, you start sharing parts of the book

with others as you read. Beautifully penned, faithfully delivered. To God be the glory. So proud of

you Marsha.

To be honest, the first part of His Last Hope had me sort of dazed...a pregnant woman killed, so I

reread it again. When I truly buckled down in this book, I enjoyed it!Daniel was the true example of a

man who harbored un- forgiveness in his heart. His being robbed years of happiness and joy was

definitely a prime example for those who allow the enemy, the hurt, and the ones who did something

that warrants forgiving to barricade their hearts against forgiving.Then there was Hope.....whom I

figured had to be an intelligent woman in her post amnesia life because she was so precise in her

thoughts. I could never imagine losing my memory but tragic events can rob you of your life, if you

let them.When I read a book that's worthy of being an aid in counseling, I don't mind saying it....and

this is one of those books! I'd share His Last Hope with any woman or man who has lost a child,

experienced the death of a mate, or even been betrayed by a mate. Malcolm did an excellent job

and I'm definitely looking forward to reading what's in store for Daniel & His Last Hope!

It took me a while to get into this book, but once I did, I found it difficult to put it down. Without giving

away any spoilers, I must say that His Last Hope brought up feelings and memories I was trying to

suppress. It is a story of faith and hope, and reminded me that when you cant trace God's hand, you

must trust his heart. A hard lesson at times, but one we must all learn. I hope the sentiments here

will reach others in a phenomenal way. Thank you, Mrs. Malcolm for sharing your story in such a

touching and heartfelt manner. I've heard rumors of a sequel or prequel, and I am looking forward to



it.PS: the four stars is because it started off slow, and was a bit slow in getting to the good bits :)
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